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Showing that $V(G\times V(G)) \subseteq V(G\times G)$
Show that $V(G\times V(G)) \subseteq V(G\times G)$ I'd
like a hint to lead me to a solution, this is what I tried so
far: Take some $(x,y)\in V(G\times V(G))$, then we have

$xy \in G$. Then $x \in G$ because $G$ is an abelian
group. I am stuck here, can you give me a hint? A: Take
$v\in V(G\times V(G))$ and $g\in G$, Then $v(g,g) = g*g
= g*(g+v)=g+v+g*v$ so $v\in V(G\times G)$ A: Suppose

$(x,y)\in V(G\times V(G))$. So $xy\in G$. Now there is
$z\in G$ such that $yz=(x,y)$. Since $G$ is abelian and

$G$ has the identity element $1$, we have $$
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yz=z+1y=(z+y)y $$ so $y(z+y)=z+y$ or $y\in z+y+G$.
Q: xcode - IBOutlet not connecting I am programming in

IB and have set up my interface file as shown in the
image below. The problem is that when I use "Build" it

says "No connections found". It also doesn't let me
connect any of my UI elements to the NSObject. I have
been at this for several hours and have been through
many tutorials and seems like this should be a simple

task. However, I am so new at this that I can't see where
I am going wrong. Any help is appreciated. A: Your

iBeaconView is not connected to your viewController in
the storyboard. c6a93da74d
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